Verifiable Results of PEMF Therapy
at the Cellular Level

A

s most doctors know, the
condition of your blood
cells basically determines
the overall health status of your
body. Within minutes, the Pulsed
Harmonix True Pulse A2000 starts
a process that detoxifies and frees
blood cells from their now (new
normal) sticky, sick state. They can
then go about their job of absorbing
oxygen and nutrition, carrying it to
the injured and diseased areas of
the body and cleaning up (detoxing)
these areas. In fact it our device
is a personal 24-7 whole body
restoration service!
Inflammation and pain can be
substantially reduced in 10 to 20
minutes. With frequent use, the vital
autonomic functions and systems of
the body are recharged, including the immune system.
The name of the technology is PEMF, Pulsed Electro Magnetic Field. Thousands of studies and trials
have been published on its effects since the US and Russian space program research proved that
human’s cannot live without PEMF. The earth produces pulsing electromagnetic fields. We evolved
with them, however they are now only 10% of their historical level of intensity. When the magnetic
field is blocked or is reduced sufficiently by travel away from earth, the vital life systems of the body
degrade rapidly.
The Pulsed Harmonix TruePulse A 2000 produces a pulsing electromagnetic field that stimulates and
recharges your blood cells within minutes.

www.pulsedharmonix.com

Quote from Dr. Oz
“The FDA has already cleared Pulsed magnetic therapy for fusing
broken bones, treating severe untreatable depression and now to
treat post-operative pain and swelling.
Pulsing moving energy is much more powerful than static magnets.
The electricity passes through the coils it creates a magnetic field that
moves through the body. It talks to the 75 million cells in your body It
goes deep into your body to places where sports creams and heating pads could never reach for example down around the spine.
The magnetic field turns on and what it does it activates these ions these charged particles, there are proteins in there and signals in
there and it stirs these things up, these charged particles bring in nutrients but they also begin to influence things like blood supply.
Now when the blood vessels are going in here the red blood cells are actually stacked, they are not supposed to be stacked, when they
are irritated that happens so when you pass magnetic fields through there it opens up the blood vessel, breaks apart these blood cells
so they are not stacked like coins so you can get deep healing better oxygen supply so the healing process takes place. You don’t just
feel better you are better and that is an important advance for us one that we haven’t been practicing until today. “

Results You Can See
Dr. Rob DeMartino, a member of the Pulsed Harmonix Scientific Advisory Board, has done extensive,
live blood cell analyses through his facility, Superior Health Solutions, in Henderson, Nevada. Dr.
DeMartino was amazed at the differences in blood cells, using dark field microscopy photography. The
following photos clearly show a highly positive effect on the condition of blood cells, after one or more
15-minute therapy sessions, using the True Pulse A2000 PEMF device. You can see the proof of this
from before and after treatment images seen below:

Patient 1 – Pre-Diabetic with
mold exposure
Post photo taken after one session
on the True Pulse A2000

Patient 2 – Major hormonal
imbalances, and chronic fatigue
Post photo taken after one session
on the TruePulse A2000

Patient 3 – Psoriatic arthritis
Post photo taken after 9 session on
the TruePulse A2000

Patient 4 – Multiple autoimmune disorders
Post photo taken after 19 sessions
on the TruePulse A2000

The before and after pictures show that no matter what your current health condition PEMF has
a significant impact. Patients with more severe or chronic conditions show blood cells in a more
congested and stacked cell formation. With a longer treatment regimen, after more PEMF therapy
sessions, even these more severe conditions were much improved.

To discuss your questions regarding these results or to discuss our PEMF device

Please Call Pulsed Harmonix at (855) 749-7363.
www.pulsedharmonix.com

